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QUESTION 1

One of your databases supports an OLTP workload. The default UNDO tablespace is fixed size with: 

1. 

RETENTION NOGUARANTEE 

2. 

UNDO_RETENTION is 12 minutes 

User SCOTT gets this error after a query on the SALES table has run for more than 15 minutes: 

ORA-01555: snapshot too old 

Which three factors taken separately or in some combination might be the cause? (Choose three.) 

A. An update was made to the SALES table after the query began 

B. An update to the SALES table was committed after the query began 

C. A committed delete to the SALES table was made more than 12 minutes before the query began 

D. An uncommitted update to the SALES table was made more than 12 minutes before the query began 

E. A committed update to the SALES table was made more than 12 minutes before the query began 

F. An uncommitted delete to the SALES table was made more than 12 minutes before the query began 

G. An update was made to the SALES table before the query began 

Correct Answer: ADE 

 

QUESTION 2

You are administering a database that supports an OLTP workload. 

The default UNDO tablespace is a fixed size tablespace with the RETENTION NOGUARATNEE clause 

and undo retention set to 12 minutes. 

The user SCOTT queries a large table during peak activity. 

The query runs for more than 15 minutes and then SCOTT receives the following error: 

ORA-01555: snapshot too old 

Which is possible reason for this? 

A. The Oracle server is unable to generate a read-consistent image for a block containing updates.committed after the
query began. 
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B. The query is unable to place data blocks in the UNDO tablespace. 

C. The flashback data archive is not enabled for the table on which the query is issued. 

D. There is not enough space in Fast Recovery Area. 

E. The Oracle server is unable to generate a read-consistent image for a block containing uncommitted updates. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You want to schedule a job to rebuild a table\\'s indexes after a bulk insert, which must be scheduled as soon as a file
containing data arrives on the system. 

What would you do to accomplish this? 

A. Create a file watcher and an event-based job for bulk insert and then create another job to rebuild indexes on the
table. 

B. Create a file watcher for the bulk inserts and then create a job to rebuild indexes. 

C. Create a job array and add a job for bulk insert and a job to rebuild indexes to the job array. 

D. Create an event-based job for the file arrival event, then create a job for bulk insert, and then create a job to rebuild
indexes. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 4

DEFERRED_SEGMENT_CREATION is TRUE in one of your databases. You execute this command: 

Which three statements are true immediately after this statement executes successfully? 

A. A database object is created. 

B. No database segment is created. 

C. The table and column definitions are stored in the data dictionary. 

D. No table definition is stored in the data dictionary. 

E. No column definitions are stored in the data dictionary. 

F. No object definition is stored in the data dictionary. 
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Correct Answer: ABC 

 

QUESTION 5

Which two can be recommendations given by SQL Access Advisor? (Choose two.) 

A. creation of SQL plan baselines 

B. creation of SQL profiles 

C. creation of materialized views 

D. creation of indexes 

E. rewriting of SQL statements 

Correct Answer: CD 

Reference: https://docs.oracle.com/cd/B19306_01/server.102/b14211/advisor.htm#i1008370 
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